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Abstract:  

At the site of recovery construction after disaster, work condition for machine operator is often very dangerous, 

therefore, the system with unmanned machine operation has been desired. To cover an essential part of such 

demand, we have developed a remotely operated unmanned machine control system to drive to the disaster site. 

This paper describes about the system including the driving test result. As the final goal, we are intending 

to extend the research and development to make an unmanned machine control system capable to preform 

construction execution work in the disaster affected site.  

 

Keywords: Recovery construction after disaster (Disaster reconstruction), Machine control, Remote 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Unmanned construction in Japan has actively started with the emergency rehabilitation construction after the 

pyroclastic flow (a stream of heated rocks and volcanic ash) by eruption of UNZEN-FUGENDAKE in 1991. 

Development of such unmanned construction system has been carried out by mainly by major general 

contracting companies who actually involve in the rehabilitation construction project and needs to establish 

safety environment of the workers. 

On the other hand, manufacturers who develop IT construction equipment/systems have been supplying to those 

general contracting companies some of their products that can be utilized to IT construction. However, they have 

not put intensive power to extend their products or integrated solutions so far.  

Manufacturers may recognize necessity of contribution for social improvement by their product development.  

However, products/solution for unmanned execution which is yet applied only for limited projects, therefore, the 

development/production cost were very high.    

For general construction companies, as user side, in addition to the high purchasing cost, they need to reserve 

exclusive staff for support trouble/malfunction of equipment. Therefore, overall, they need to bear high cost.   

This situation, therefore, has not been leading the active development of products/solutions of unmanned system.  

 

Table 1. Techniques applied for unmanned construction works 

Applied 

work 

Operator Applied technique Development element Remarks 

 

 

 

 

Operation of 

Heavy 

machinery 

 

 

 

 

Man 

 

 

 

 

Radio Control  

Technique 

Exclusive operation robot Need to be adoptable for 

various type of machine  

Operation command signal Exclusive protocol and not 

compatible between 

different manufacturers 

Camera image transfer  Need a camera tower  

to cover viewing execution 

site area 

Vibration isolation/control To get a clear camera 

image  

Wireless communication To transfer mass data of 

image through 2.4G Hz 

band. 

Computer Autonomous driving 

 

Use terrain map (to define 

driving route) and sensors for 

visualization and judgment 

Compaction Roller 

Terrain Man Total Station/3D Need post processing of data Time required to capture 
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shape 

measurement 

Scanner (to generate 3D Model) depends on terrain shape 

Man 

 

UAV Need post processing (to 

generate 3D Model) 

Exclusive UAV operator 

 

In the unmanned construction execution, practically applied main method is to operate unmanned construction 

machine remotely using radio control assisted by camera image observation.  

For as-built terrain measurement, we can find some report used a reflector-less Total station, however, its result 

or efficiency were not really evaluated.  

UAV (drone) are mainly used to capture image of the site but using its data for capturing 3D terrain model is not 

reported yet and may be under study. 

We expect specific application of terrain shape measurement is not intensively experimented yet specifically for 

unmanned construction execution purposes. 

As research and development extends further in the future, around emergency rehabilitation after disaster event,  

More improvement may be persuaded for on, such as, precise execution planning and control, progress 

visualization, reduction of execution.  

If such technologies and products designed for unmanned construction execution (for rehabilitation construction 

after disaster) are generalized and applied also for ordinary construction works, then manufacturers may see 

importance of development.  

To perform more accurate execution planning and process management, grasping and monitoring accurately 

following factors will be essential. 

1) Total work volume (Total earth moving work) 

2) Work volume of each machine per unit time  

3) Daily finished work management 

Table 2 shows possible affects on construction process in case above factors are not accurate.  

 

Table 2.  Process items affected by inaccurate essential factors 

 Affected process items 

Construction Cost Progress delay Progress Management  

 

1) Total earth moving 

work 

High risk for  

changes 

High risk for delay N/A 

2) Work volume of 

machine per unit time 

High risk for changes High risk for delay N/A 

3) Finished work data N/A N/A High risk for changes 

 

Accuracy of the Total earth moving work and the Finished work data can be improved if current As-built terrain 

shape measurement is performed within assumed accuracy.  

Relationship between accuracies of As-built terrain shape and of Work volume per unit time and risk of 

construction cost are indicated in the Fig. 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        

 

Fig.-1 Relationship between Economical Risk Essential factors 

As indicated in Fig.1, as accuracy of As-built terrain shape measurement and Work volume per unit time 
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increases, the economical (Cost) fluctuation risk may be reduced.  

Such evaluation and improvement of essential work factors are also applicable for ordinary construction 

execution are. Therefore, in this study, we focused on, among various development elements necessary for 

unmanned construction execution system, possible development for accuracy improvement of As-built terrain 

shape measurement and of estimation of work volume per unit time. 

However, measurement and estimation of work volume as well as development of such measuring equipment is 

not easy and simple, therefore, in this test, as an initial step, we evaluated unmanned (remotely operated) 

machine drive performance from which we found fundamental elements necessary for more autonomous driving 

of machine which to be built in the future.  

 

2. AS-BUILT TERRAIN MEASUREMENT AND EXECUTION WORK VOLUMEPER UNIT 

TIME 
 

2.1 Development of As-built terrain measuring system (for Unmanned construction execution system) 

 

In the Unmanned construction execution, the as-built terrain measurement is merely performed.  The reasons 

can be,  

1) Operator for measurement cannot access to the field (restricted) 

2) To avoid interruption of execution works by measurement 

3) Needs post processing of measured data 

4) Needs to assign dedicated staff for the measurement       

 

To solve these difficulties, we may need a system which can acquire measured data along with performing 

execution work which enables execution work and as-built measurement simultaneously and automatically 

analyze the measured result in real-time to obtain 3D model of the current terrain.  

At present, there are no such convenient system available in the market.  

However, a potential system which may take a part to configure such system can be the Mobile Mapping System 

(MMS), as in Fig. 2, which can measure surrounding object while driving through.  

Its features are,  

 
1) Measurement is done in 50-60km/h speed in ordinary road. 

2) Position is mainly measured by GNSS and IMU and Wheel encoder back up when GNSS signal 

reception is interrupted. 

3) Tilting status of the car is compensated by IMU. 

4) Position is obtained by post processing kinematic method using GNSS data (not by RTK)  

5) Point Clouds and Panoramic image are generated in post processing. 

6) Needs a PC for control of data acquisition and data recording.  

 

If the MMS extends its capability for real-time processing and being 

equipped on Construction machinery, the simultaneous execution 

and measurement/data acquisition becomes possible. 

The current MMSs are designed to be equipped on a car and not on 

a construction machinery, we plan to perform performance and 

accuracy verification test in the "Field verification test of Next 

generation robot for social infrastructure” planned by MILT in this 

fiscal year (2015). 

 
 

Fig. 2 Mobile Mapping System (MMS) 

 

2.2 Work volume per unit time 

As one of example to count work volume by construction machine, one of Power shovel type excavation 

machine can be estimated using following formula. 

  

      Q=3600 q f E [m3/h]      (1) 

      q=q0K 

where,  

Q0: Nominal capacity of bucket [m3] 

K: Bucket factor 
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       f:  function to convert from excavated soil volume to natural ground volume 

       E:  work efficiency 

Cm:  Cycle time (sec) 

 

Cm = Cycle time is the time taken by shovel machine to pick and load the excavated soil and load to a dump 

truck. In case of sand, this Cm is 20 to 29 seconds. Fig.3 illustrating locations by top view when a shovel 

machine is loading the soil on to a dump truck. Cm may differ depends on the parking position of the dump 

truck.  

With the typical unmanned construction execution, the soil loading is carried out by referring camera image 

screen, as in Fig.4, therefore, the cycle time is normally little longer compared with ordinary manned operation.  

This may be due to,  

1) Delayed operation due to latency of camera image display (100ms) 

2) Degraded perceptive recognition through camera image display 

3) Dump truck may stop not at the optimum position. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3 Loading by Shovel type Excavator          Fig.4 Operating machine by referring camera image display 

(citation from “Illustrated civil engineering execution”) 

 

In this remotely operated method, an operator maneuvers machine manually by referring the camera image 

display, 

1) Work efficiency depends on the operator’s skill 

2) Difficult to provide good perspective view (3D view) through the camera image display. 

3) Needs dedicated operator for each machine 

 

Therefore, we expect the ultimately effective unmanned execution system can be autonomous execution system 

instead of current remotely operated system.  

Autonomous execution system is to perform all what currently done by human operator autonomously by 

machine itself.It is not easy nor simple to perform the autonomous execution, by detecting existing terrain 

situation, counting location of machine itself or of other machines and safety.      

Therefore, in this study, we will perform tests to evaluate feasibility of autonomous driving of construction 

machine. In the automobile industry, which is aggressively advancing R&D for autonomous driving, as seen as 

the National project “Strategic Innovation creation Program”,  

Industry and national government cooperation is supporting the development. Automated vehicle driving are 

currently based mainly on two methods, use precise 3D map and use highly accurate sensing devices in 

combination with software analysis. 

 

Table.3 Comparison between3D map based method vs. accurate sensor based method 

 3D Map based Accurate Sensor based 

Basic Concept Based on precise 3D map, drive 

by adjusting the position by 

several sensors. 

Drive by collecting visual 

information from sensors and by 

analyzing and judging by 

software. 

Used Map Precise 3D map acquired prior to 

the drive. 

Need a map which can support 

judgment of software.  

Software Need to judge obstacles On the 

map and verify the data acquired 

by sensors. 

Drive plan can be defined 

autonomously without prior 

input. 

Requirement Map update and stable 

communication link. 

AI software which can make 

precise judgment.   

If the Sensor based method is applied for construction machine, the machine may be driven freely within the 
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construction site and cause a dangerous situation that workers working in the site cannot predict the approach of 

the machine. 

With the Map based method, the machine runs only in the defined route, therefore, the workers may be able to 

easily recognize the machine running route and safety area. Considering construction site situation, we choose 

Map based method in this experiment to secure the safety.  

 In this study, as the first step, we performed tests how accurately the operator can maneuver the machine by 

referring the route map displayed on the PC screen. 

We performed the two different tests, one is that the operator sit on the machine cockpit and look at the display 

on which the route map is shown. 

The other is the operator is in the office and look at the same route map display on PC (machine position data is 

sent from the machine itself) and operate the machine through the remote control (via radio link).  

If the operation done by the operator, in this test, is replaced by the computer controlled automatic operation, 

Autonomous drive may become possible.  

However, since the remote operation may be affected by data transfer latency, if it affects operation efficiency, 

the computer control from the office may get the same  

affects. 

 

3. TEST METHOD 

 

3.1   Map based driving (along with design line) and Capturing terrain shape 

Developed a system which can indicate driving route and measure current terrain shape simultaneously. Using 

above system, test was performed at the test site near UNZEN-FUGENDAKE, which was provided for testing in 

the “Developing Next Generation Robot for social infrastructure” project, during period of Nov.10 through 12, 

2015.       Test flow is as below, Fig.5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.5 Test Flow 

From the data obtained by Test 1 and Test 2 in the Followings are evaluated from the data obtained by the Test 1 

Establish control point (Network RTK) 

Measure current terrain shape by 3D Scanner (for verification) 

Generate test dive routes (Straight line/Curved Line) 

Install MMS (Topcon IP-S3) on to a Excavator to capture Finished terrain shape. 

Transfer (through a cloud server) the drive route data from a 

PC to MC control box(Topcon GX-60) on the machine 

Test 1: Operator sit at cockpit of the machine and operate the machine 

・Drive the machine by referring the drive route displayed on GX-60. 

・Capture automatically Finished terrain shape data by IP-S3. 

Test 2: Operator in the office maneuver the machine through remote radio control 

・Driving route stored in the GX-60 is sent to office (through a cloud server) and  

Operator in the office maneuver the machine referring the drive route shown on PC. 

・ Capture automatically Finished terrain shape data by IP-S3 

End 
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and Test 2 

1) Compare current Terrain data 

Compare two terrain shape data obtained by 3D laser scanner and by MMS which was collected while driving. 

Also to evaluate stability of MMS data, the terrain shape data were compared between different driving paths. 

2) Accuracy of actual driving 

When machine is driven by referring the guiding splay, compare designed driving route and actually driven 

route which is measured by MMS. Also, same comparison is made on the actually driven route by remote 

maneuver from the office. 

 

3.2 Terrain shape measurement 

The terrain shape was measure by a 3D laser scanner.This data was 

used for,  

1) Determine test drive route. 

2) Compare with capture data by MMS. 

Fig.6 shows locations of test field and laser scanner instrument setup. 

The area within the red square is the test field (80m x 10m approx.) 

Specifications of used 3D Laser Scanner are, 

Angular accuracy : 6” 

Distance accuracy : 3.5mm 

Those are quite compatible with Total station popularly used in construction 

site.From the captured data, terrain model was created by post processing.  

 

Fig.6 Terrain measurement by 3D Laser Scanner 

Fig-7 shows modeling process.  

 

(1)Image + Point cloud           (2)Point Cloud          (3)Test Area 

          Fig.7 Modeling Process of Terrain Shape 

 

Fig.7 (1) shows image (taken by internal camera of 3D Laser Scanner) with measured Point Cloud. (2) shows 

measured Point Cloud data only.  Black circle in the lower part is unmeasured area where the Scanner 

instrument is set up. Scanner has blind area where the measurement can not be made due to its structure. 

(Normally, if necessary, such unmeasured are to be measured from different instrument set up position)  

(3) shows extracted data limiting only to the test field area in which the test drive route should be defined. In 

practice, observing the (1) and (3) data, the most adequate drive route should be defined. 

In this test, we have chosen the relatively flat area to get proper test result and secure safety during the test.  

 

3.3 Define Test drive route. 

Fig-8 is showing process to define and create the test drive routes. 
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(1)Contour of Terrain       (2)Straight Route      (3)Curved Route 

  Fig.8 Process of Defining Test Driving Route 

 

Fig.8(1) shows modeled terrain 3D laser scanner data and contour map generated from Fig.7 (3) data. Contour 

line interval is 10cm. Start point and End point were selected at the flat area. (2) is showing defined straight line.  

(3) is showing defined curved line. Start and End points are same both for the straight and curved lines.  

Table.4 shows parameters for the curved line. In case of remote control from the office, the data communication 

has transmission latency which may affect to the operation. In order to evaluate such affects, a simple curved 

line was created and testing with the curved line was performed.  

 
             Table.4 Curved line parameters 

Straight line length is 61.213m.  

Curved line Serpentine curve composing two semi circle with 40m radius and total length 62.153m. 

 
3.4 Installation of MMS (Topcon IP-S3) 

 
As in Fig.9, the MMS (IP-S3, Weight:18kg) was fixed in front side of 

cabin roof. 

Also, secure fixing, ropes were used.  

Wheel encoder, which is normally used to install MMS system on a 

ordinary car, was not used since correct speed pulse signal can not be 

obtained on the construction machine.  

 

 

 

Fig.9 MMS (Topcon IP-S3) installation on a machine 

3.5 Test 1 

 The operator drive the machine by referring the guidance screen of Control box (Topcon GX-60). 
Fig.10 shows driving situation in the cabin.  

 

 

Start  
Point  

Scanner at front side 

End  
Point  

Start  
Point  

End  
Point  

End  
Point  

Start  
Point  
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Fig.10 Driving situation in the Cabin     Fig.11 Drive Map guidance screen 

 

The Operator cannot see front side. Refer only the Guidance screen on Control Box 

Front shield screen was occluded in order to check how the operator can drive the machine by referring only the 

Guidance screen on the Control Box. Drive test is done by double way both of straight line and curved line. 

First, the machine is located at the start point. Then, drive along with the lines (follow the guidance indicated on 

the screen of the Control Box). When reached the End point, turn the machine 180 degree and drive return way 

in the same manner. All test drives were done by a skilled operator who has more than 10 years experiences.   

Fig.11 shows the guidance screen indicated on the control box equipped in the cabin.  

 The operator drive the machine so that the bucket traces the designed Drive route line, as seen in the Fig.11. 

Being synchronized with the actual machine move, the design data moves, as in the same manner automobile 

navigation system.  

 

Table 5. shows tested times  

 Test 1.  

(Operator at Cabin) 

Test 2 

(Operator in the office and 

maneuver machine remotely) 

Straight Line 3 double way runs 3 double way runs 

Curved Line 3 double way runs 3 double way runs 

 

Each operation at each line were repeated 3 times considering that the operator may need to accustomed with 

operation feeling. 

 

3.6 Test 2 

Differently from the Test 1, the operator sits in the office and maneuver the machine by referring the 

guidance map display (Same information as for the Test 1.) as shown in the Fig.12. 

 As seen in the Fig.12, the same guidance information shown on 

the Control Box in the Test 1 is transferred via cloud server to the 

PC screen in the office. 

The operator maneuver the machine by referring this guidance 

screen.  

The maneuver control of the machine is done through a operation 

box which is linked with the machine through radio 

communication.  

We assigned the operator to refer only the guidance screen and 

not the camera  

image. 

 

    Fig.12 Remote machine maneuver in the office through Radio control 

 

 

 

Front shield was occluded  
Drive route line 

Current bucket position 

The same guidance screen is 

shown on PC window. 
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4. TEST RESULT AND CONSIDERATIONS 

4.1 Finished shape measurement by IP-S3 
Fig.13 shows measured results by IP-S3 equipped on the machine and one by 3D laser scanner set. Data of 

current IP-S3 system as well as of 3D laser scanner can be processed in post processing, therefore, following 

data processing and comparison were made in the office after completing data acquisition in the field. Fig.13 

(1) through (4) are differently acquired data (The 1st path data of Test 1 and 2, straight line and curved line) and 

height of each data were compared with the terrain shape data measured by 3D laser scanner. Red points are 

IP-S3 results more than 5cm higher than the 3D laser scanner data. Blue points are more than 5cm lower than 

the 3D laser scanner data. The variation of these height differences were evaluated and RMS of above 

comparisons (1) to (4) were,  

(1) 27mm 

(2) 26mm 

(3) 28mm 

(4) 29mm 

 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

(1) Test 1, Straight line drive, 1st path      (2) Test 1, Curved line drive, 1st path 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(3)Test 2, Straight line drive, 1st path (4)Test 2, Curved line drive, 1st path 

Fig.13 IP-S3 data compared with 3D laser scanner data 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(1) Straight line drive   （２）Curved line drive 

  Fig-14 Comparison between different driving route 

Fig-14 (1) shows, height difference of terrain between data measured by Test 1 Straight line drive and by Test 1 
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Curved line drive. Fig.14 (2) shows, the one between data measured by Test 1 Curved line drive and by Test 2 

Straight line drive. RMS of the height difference variations were, 25mm at Fig.14 (1) and 24mm at Fig.14 (2) 

comparisons. 

4.2 Driving route accuracy 
IP-S3 can, in addition to measure point clouds, measure driving trajectory(moving trajectory of IP-S3 itself). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(1) Test 1        (2) Test 1        (3) Test 2         (4) Test 2 
Straight Line    Curved line       Straight line       Curved line 
       

Fig.15 Drive Trajectory of Machine 

 

As been seen in Fig.15, the machine drives starting from the start point and, at the End of a path, turn 180 degree 

and drive to the End point. The trajectory of going and return paths are offset, since IP-S3 is installed above the 

drive cockpit which is not in the center of machine but on the left side.  

 

  Table 6. Drive Route Offset from Designed route 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
At 10m point in Test 1 with straight driving route, the offset exceeded more 10m, however, the rest were within 

50cm.Although the Test 2 was driven through radio control, there were no significant difference compared to 

offset in Test 1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Test 1   (m) Test 2   (m) 

NO, 
(1)Offset 

Straight line 

(2)Offset 

Curved line 

(3)Offset 

Straight line 

(4)Offset Curved 

line 

at 10m 1.143  0.122  0.099 -0.376 

at 20m 0.060  0.209  0.047 -0.136 

at 30m -0.003  0.322  0.162 0.039 

at 40m 0.114  0.429  0.029 0.097 

at 50m 0.059  0.284  0.042 -0.004 

Start of 
driving 

End of 
driving 

turn 

offset 
calculated 

point 
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Table 7 is showing drive time for each path. 

 

        Table7. Drive time 

In test 1, the operator driven at machine cockpit, there 

were no significant differences between straight line 

and curved line routes. 

In the Test 2, however, time required for the curved 

line route took 50% more than one for the straight 

line. 

With the straight line route, there was no significant 

difference between Test 1 and Test 2. 

 

 

 

 

4.3 Considerations 

(1) As-built terrain measurement ability by MMS  

 The MMS is originally designed to be equipped on a car, however, with the test we performed, we could prove 

that it is usable also on the heavy machinery. The discrepancy of the measured results by MMS were within 

+/-30mm compared to the ones by 3D laser scanner.  

(2) Autonomous Driving 

In case the operator maneuvers the machine from the office remotely through communication radio link, 

comparing with the case the operator is in the machine cock pit, the delay due to latency of data transfer occurred. 

As in Fig.7, in case of curved line, the operation from the office took 1.5 times longer compare with the one on 

the cock pit. From this, we conclude that the machine control should be done on the machine side, without radio 

link, in case we configure the autonomous driving system. Fig.16 is showing the system configuration diagram. 

The computer at the office may be used to assign commands computer on the machine, such as for run/stop, 

emergency stop or return to office.The autonomous driving along with the defined drive route should be done by 

the computer system on the cock pit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.16 Configuration diagram of Autonomous machine driving system 

 

5.FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 

 

(1)Rea-time processing of IP-S3 data 

IP-S3 is designed, following the currently existing Road Traffic Raw, so that the person sitting on a front 

passenger’s seat operate an ordinary personal computer for control IP-S3.  

From the experience in the test this time, using the PC on the machine is not practical and acceptable from the 

safety reason. To configure a system which is more practically operable in the construction site and work 

environment, drive operation should be done without a PC on the machine. 

(2) Autonomous Driving System 

As an next step, we will develop a software to automatically control driving machine along with the defined 

route, by also displaying the guide map, which to be equipped on the computer on the cock pit, then perform 

evaluation tests. Though, we choose a relatively flat terrain area, in the test this time, we will also     

Designed line Tis 
Test 1 

(seconds） 

Test 2  

（seconds） 

Straight line 

L=61.213m 

1 192 199 

2 169 192 

3 163 186 

Curved line 

L=62.153m 

1 184 301 

2 176 305 

3 179 329 

Control not directly related 

to the autonomous drive 

Control directly related to the 

autonomous drive closed within the 

system on the cub 

Computer in the 

office 

Computer for 

autonomous drive 
Guide Map Data 

As-built 

Measurement 
Control 

for Drive 

Position 

on Drive 

Route 
Command for 

Emergency 

Stop 

Return 
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Perform tests at more varied shape terrain, such as with different slopes in longitudinal and cross sections.  
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